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ABSTRACT

Media=Sponsored Opinion Polls:

A Critictl Review of Campaign '84 end Recommendations for Campaign '88

Camoaign '84 We 73 the most heavily pollei election in this nation's hittery. ThiS paper examines

the use and abuse of Opiniiiri pelts by five prestige print media (treitallek, iitR US. NewS

War ld Report, The NeW YOrk likes; titid The Washington Past) and by the thr-e-e Major TY

networks during Campaign '84. In perticOlar ; it EsX8MilleS to what extent these eight influential

media followed sound practices (as defined by the Atnerican Msociation for Public Opinion

Research) in the reporting of the opinion polls they themselves commissioned and over which

they exercised tiintrol. All of the news media were deficient in follbWing the MPOR standards in

mme respectsi arid Seine of them were deficient in most respects. While the-6J Was no clear

winner among the three categories of media, there was a clear loser: network TV. On every

camper ism between the three categories of media, the networks were more negl*tt, thein were

the newspapers and news mmezirieb; Recommendations are made for improved press

performance in Campaign '88.
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Media-Sponsored Opinion Polls:

A Critical Review of Campaign '84 and Recommendations for Campaign '88

At the end of the 1984 presidential campaign; a Holm& writer ( Al pern, 1984b:8)

commented on the use of opinion polls by the mass media:

Never hai a presidential nampaign been so bombarded by the political polls, a blizzard of

statistics- leads, gaps, strengths and weakneSteS= ==gUthing daily from the

teniputers of independent polling firms and the news media. And With prefusion came

confusion

This paper will examine the use and abuse of opinion polls by five prest-ge print media

(licamk, JJJflL U,LEleydajth-r-ldReport; The New York Ijmas, and The Washington aora)

and by the three major TV networks during Campaign '84. In particular,, it will examine to what

eitent these eight influential media followed sound predicts in the reporZing of the opinion polls

they themselves commissioned and ova which they exertited tontrel. TO the extent that there

Were abuses during Campaign '84, what lessons might be learned that debld lead to an improved

Use of opinion polls by the media during Campaign 88?

All toe Often; as Wheeler ( I 976:xvi-xvii) has written, "The reacce-r Of epinion polls is

given no hint that they may not be trustworthy. The press in particular has been Oblivious to

the pitfalls of polling." Political scientist David L. Palitz and his col leapes (1980:499)

"The press seems obsessed with presidential elect lonS, willing to publish polls on the subject no

matter how irrelevant and inane."
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The MPOR Standards

Normally, when evaluating mass media performance, one of the first problems is

determining which criteria to U. kainst which stanckirds sharld the media be jUdged? And

who says so? When it comes to evaluating news media reporting Of political polls, however, , the

problem is consirkrthly rediked In 1968 the American Assaciation for Public Opinion

ResearCh published its "Standards for Reporting Public Opinion Polls." The MPOR code called

uptin the print malls and brcedcast media to repor t the following eight pieces of information

when reporting opinion polls ( Mendelsohn and Crespi , 1970:134-135):

1. Identity of who sponsored the survey.

2. The exact wording of questions asked:

3. A definition of the population actually sampled.

4. Size of sample . . .

5. An indication of what allowance should be mode for =piing error.

6. Which results are based on parts of the sample, rather than the total

sample, for example, likely voters only, those aware of an event, those

who answered other questions in a certain way, and the like.

7. Whether interviewing was done personally, by telephone, by mail, or

on Street corners.

8. Timing of the interviewing ....

Some critical observers of polls, however, say that the eight piiints contained in the

MPOR standards are not enough. Ttvy believe that the media terve an obligation to inform

readers that polls are subject to additional sources of error above and beyond sampling error.

Wheeler (1976:103) states, for example, that news consumers need to be better informed as tO
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what actually goes on behind the scenes in polling.

In sum , though the theory of polling is scientifically sound, ttm actual

prettite is not . . . . Polling is not tte pristinely pure scientifid Process the

polltters want us to believe it is . . . . But as serious as thete technical

problems are, as suspicious of polls as they should make us, they are riot

the only saurce of polling error: The fundamental problem of polls lies in

their atialysis.

And it is this type of warning, says Wheeler; that the news media usually do not report.

Pollster Burns W. Roper ( 1980:46) also believes that the news media frequently

mislead readers, viewers and 1 isteners- -not by the facts they report, but by implication:

Partly because of their lack of deep expertise, reporters have overStrested

sampling error and undrstressed the other more imrfortant aod

considerably greater sources of error. And, in the process of stressing

sampling error,, they have net warned the reader or viewer of error as they

have intended. Instead they have implied an unwarranted degree of

accuracy.

Wheeler ( 1980:44) states, "It should be at least as important to alert editors- --and

their readers-- -to the wide range of possible interpretation aS it is to note sampling error.

Indeed, the Stancrerd Warning about a 3 or 4 point chance variatiOn doubtletSly riliSleeds some

readers into believing that the whole report is valid to that degree."

Applying the Standards

The primary purpose of this critical analysis is straightforward. It is to examine all of

6
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tte polls sp-o-riSored and published by eight prestige news media during CeMpeign '84 to evaluate

to what extent they adhered to the MPOP Sttintrds. 1 The secondary purpose it to analyze the
_

news reports tO thtermine what fidditirmal-tritititintisy information-- -beyond the POints

ram mended by MPOR=- -readers were given to help them understand that polling it more art

then science.

The time peria:1 covered by this critical review was frOM August 27, 1984 ( four days

alter the RepUblican national convention ended) through November 5; 1984 (the (by before the

election). The neViS majazine poll articles were located by readitxj all Of the istkies plblished

during the study pericCi. Articles in The Nei* Yerk Imo and Tte Washington Etigi Were located

with the help of the Offitiol Index published by Ore paper. The network TV pol IS weft leaded by

searching the lelectision News Index andAbstrads; end video tapes of the network poll Steities

were then obtained from the Vanderbilt Televisim News Archive.

The New York limgs and CBS; Which jointly sponsored some Of their polls, were the

leaderS in terMs of the total number of poll stories published ( nine each). The Washington Egg

and ABC Which likewise jointly sponsored SOMe of their polls, were not far behind, with seven

and eight ooll steries, respectively. Since the neWS magazines publish only one itttie per week

one would not expect thefn to publish as many poll SterieS es the 4sily media, and thit indeed was

the case. The totals for NeWSweek, Time and IIS,-NtekvS Were four, two and one stories,

respectively. NBC, with its total of two poll stories, gave mUch less emphasis to poll storiet
than all of the other itily media.

SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION

Because of the Scope of this analysis, 811 of the media automatically rated highly in this

7
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rtfspeot since, in effect, they were all publ Ming their own polls. Ntit only did they identify

themselVas et being the sponsors of the pollS, in Setae cases they also repotted the flame of the

polling or26tion: tamed used Gallup, imie Used Yankelovichi 11,11&tS USW CiVid

Sievice, Inc. Spent& identification was simply not 6 problem for these eight prestige Media

during Campaign '84.

QUESTION WORDINO

Everyone who has ever taken a trUe/false or multiple choice exam knoWS that changing a

single wOrd in the question can completely Change the answer or results. Thus, even without the

MPOR stancerds, It should be intuitively obVickit to reporters and editors that re-titres and

viewers need tO khoW the exact wording of the quett ions asked in opinion polls if they are to

meaningfully interpret the results.

One of the biggest problem areas uncovered in thit enalysis was that of the ronreporting

of the verbatim questions asked in the surveys. Of the total of 42 Oil stories onlysix provided

ail of the verbatim questions, end arieth& -Eiven provided mme of the verbatim questions

Neetsttaat Etlei U.S. News were the only bright Spots in this otherwise bleek piettire. in the four

separate poi IS pablished by Newsweek, ell (or alnioSt all) of the questions referred tti in the

report were preSented verbatim in fact, :re mama format of groupirg the key qiiettiOns in

a box , with the questiont in regular type and tte reSpOntes arid percentages in boldface type,

could serve as an excellent Medal for other print media to folloW.

Theme poll published by lialkom chd report the verbetin questions and, like the

mak/ Fells, could serve as a Model for other print media to fon*. Ike marp2ine's two

polls did 6 generally poor job of reporting verbatim questionS; one poll reported some of the key
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questions and the other reixrted nore.

The Few York Itmes and The Washington eog did worse than the news mgjazines in

terms of reporting verbatim questions. The limo provided all or most of the verbatim

questions in only r! le of its nine polls, arid reported et least one verbatim question in three other

poll rerxrts. In the five remaining reports, reeders were provided with no verbatim questions.

The Washington Egg provided no verbatin questions in six of its poll stories and some of the

questions in one story.

ABC; CBS and NBC did not carry a single poll story that provided viewers all of the

relevant verbatim questions. Two of their 19 poll stories provided some of the verbatim

questions-, but the other 17 stories totally neglected this information.

POPULATIONS DEFINED

Exactly half of the newspaper poll stories (eight out of 16) refined their survey

populations. The figure for mapzines was two out of seven, and the networks provided thiS

information in four out 0119 poll stories. The two worst records were those of Lime (zero out

of two) and CBS (one out of eight). Thus, in 28 of the 42 polls the public was given percentages

relating th Cernpaign '84 birt was not given an adequate description of the people the numbers

were suppesed to represent.

The scares in this area would have been higher if the media would have provideda

geographic portion of the refinition. For example, simply sthting "registered voters" was

counted as not adequately defining the population, but "registered votert nationwide" was

considered an adequate definition. Therefore, while the missing information is fundsMental in

terms of the AAPOR standards, this particular probiem would beeasy for the media to remedy if
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the/ desire to It SO.

SAMPLE SIZES

All of the print media eXcept the Nevi York limes received perfedt sOores in their

reptrting of the sample sizes of their tikVeys, and the omission on the Oett cif the limes affected

only ne poll story. The networks hegletted this basic iniormation in siX of 19 poll stories. The

worst offender was ABC, which reported the stimple size in only half of its eigM rePorth.

INTERVIEWING METHODS

The news mwjazines did a good job of reporting their interviewirg methods, with the

single omission teing by LL-Ltlevis. The newspapers reported thiS infOrMation in 12 of 16 poll

stories, but the networks once ecjoin did poorly. In fact, ABC and NBC rdted a zero in providing

thiS information to their viewert, end CBS reported the interviewing methodS in five out of nine

stories.

TIMING

Fran the standpoint Or reporting the cistes of their surveo, all of the print media

received an almost perfect sake The lone exception was one survey published by the New York

lila. Even this exception was a mintir one, however , becauSe the Stet* did report the date the

interviewing pada the resier simply hild no way of knowing whon the iriterViesiiing began. As

was the case with all of the above compe iStire, the performance of the TV hetWeirkS was not as

good. Seven of their 19 poll stories did not provitte complete information abOut the Wet Of the

polling. For example, on October 4 , ABC repaled that_ they had "just finished condUcting" a

to
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poll. This type of description of timing was not considered acceptable because no indication was

given concerning the number days or weeks over which the polling was done. Was it done Our ing

the last three dsys or ddring the last three weeks? This type Of information is important in any

election campaign, where the results of even a single event or debate can quickly influence

peoples opinions.

SAMPLINO ERROR

Overall , exactly two- th rds of all of the polls reported by these prestiqe media includM

specific inforroMion about sampling error (28 out of 42) The news mergazines had the best

record by including this infer mat ion in six out of seven poll stories. The performance of the

newspapers was second best ( I I out of 16) and, in keeping with the entire pattern described

above, the performance of the TV networks was worst ( 11 out of 19). In other words; in eigrit

of their 19 poll stories ( two on ABC, four on CBS, and two on NBC); the viewing auoience was

presented with percentages of how Reagan, Mondale, Bush and Fer arro were doing, but was not

given any indication of the margins of error a clear violation of the AAPOR standards.

Beyond Sampling Error

To what extent did thew major media voices provide their reatrs and viewers with

tither. cautionary information beyond the minima recommended try MPOR? Only one of the news

mwjazine stories gave its readers any indication that there are other possible sources of error

that can bias or invalidate a poll. In this one instance; NewsWeek'sAlpern (1984&33) did

imply this by pointing out to readers that a particular sample was ". . a somewhat more

Reagan-prone audience than the electorate M large ." Likewise, only One netWork poll story

ii
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implied this. ABC stated in its October 8th newsosst, "Those we polled were more Republim

and more pro-Reagan than registered voters In general." The Implication of thls admission is

that the sample may have bten bitted arid viewers shduld tke this into considertition; The two

newspaper's did a much better job in this reseed, with The New York Limas providing

cautionary information in five of its nine polls and The Washington Ecat doing so in three out of

seven poll reports.

An interesting finding concerning The New York liMes is that. even though it failed to

provide readers with one of the most basic forms of information, the verbatim questions asked in

five of its six surveys, it provided other relevant information that rnly a sophisticated poll

watcher would be likely to appreciate:

* It reported the Reagan/MOndale preference statistics two ways: with

"leaning" voters included and with them e%lucW

* It explained that the statistical results were weiglited to reflect the

likliritui of voting.

* it explained how the telephone exchanges were sampled.

* It defined "probable electorate."

* it geve the name and ,icademic affiliation of its pollinc., r:onsu Rant.

* It provicfed historical context from earl ier polls- --whether from

earl ier1984 polls or from past presidential elections.

* in GIT8 Mil that inVolvedrfintervieWS Wttn respondents polled the

previous week , it explained that the campling error on the repeated

questions was less than one percent, while lt was four percent on

the new questions.

12
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A similar point can lie made with respect to some of the polls published by The

Washington ag. Some of tile US Jar les included:

*Comparative data from earlier aost polls for context.

* Canparative data from other current polls (Gallup, Harris, ett.) for

context.

* A statement ( Sussnirm 1984M) that, "Census Bureau figures for

age; sex , race end education were used to adjust the sample shghtly

SO that it matches the general population in those charazter istics."

* An ocknowleopment that the margins of error for some smaller

states were higher than the margins fOr bigger states:

Conclusions =I Recomnienthtions for Campaign '88

The major conclusion from this analysis is that all of the news media were deficient in

following the MPOR standards in some respects, and some of them were deficient in most

respects. OW qf this conclusion comes a rather obvious recommendation- namely, that thew

influential news sources need to az-OW-et in-service training courses for all of their reporters

and editors who work on political stories. it's not enough to have a special polling consultant

available, even though this in itmlf is desirable, because with the pressvres and short deadlines

that are the norm duriN a campaign there is simply not encitigti time to call in the consultant.

While the front- line reporters and artcrs do not necessarily netd to beceme specialists in the

development of questionnaires and in sampling theory and metheth, they thetald ót leeSt he

knowledgeable In the MPOR sthndards. They need to know wflI the standards are and My they

matter.
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While thete was no -clear Witirier emo-rig tht three catkiries of media; Were was a (lear

1o34-;: network TV. Even OOP the number of pHs vias relatively
51111311 and dOeS rot lend itself

to ken& sttttistical Wsting; the fiver& l Pattern that eMerges is quite clear. On everY

coiner isim between the three categories Of itiedia, the netwarkS Were moTe rregligent than Were

tt* tospWers end news magazines.

All observers and cri#lOf network TV tieWS are aware of the extreme tinie hiM tat Ions

(66=cot 25 ninutes of attual newS thhe per brbecaSt) under WhiCh they operate. Nevertheless,

this ti" itat lot) alorm do013 nut uucuunt kir the superficial IN Of much of their Poll

cover 'because they soend a crosidatable amount bf tithe reporting various fluff st&iiiSage"

ebatii creith, crowd control; Parades, signs held by peoPle In the crowds; and other interesting

bUt nirseSsentiai iteMs-

Furthermore ; it dbes nOt take that niiiCti time to report most of the essential details. The

follaswing abatement by titreiNteff:iAlpern 1984103); for example, would take about 22

§eetino to read on the air tind contains SiX es-ontial pointa from the MPOR standards (sponsor,

roetnou of polling; somnle Wei 00PolatiOn; margin of erroo:

For this flawititik poi 1 , the eel lup °rot-lint ion On SUricby night

telephoned 370 registered voters Who watched the (rebate. They were

drawn from 8 pool of respondents l the latest OalluP Poll who said they

13Ineii to watch; and who closely rcecied the national whole in1K

= ._=

dellographics, party affiliation and cenuidate SUPPort-. The margin of

OM" in rs1us m inus PerCentage
Points.pi 7

Thus it seeras to be more a rose or ignorance, rather than a lank if time, that accounts for the

netWorg d lien n fact, even the tity-eitta 6tatemenr could be shortened. The words efcY. I

14
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"restionwide" could be inwrted after tte word "voters" in the first sentence, and the second

sentence, while commendsble, could be eliminated. The margin of error could be shown on the

screen es "Margin of Error: ± 7Z" and not have to be read. The slightly revited first seMence

would then tate alieut eight tectinds for the correSpendeht tO reed. The wording of each question

could then either be superimpesed on the screen or read by the correspondent.

Even thoUgh CBS and the other networks were efficient in much of their poll reprting,

CBS stould be praisal for a story it carried on October 26th which was not a poll story per se,

but was a story tout election polls in general. This was a long story by TV standards (four and a

half minutes), and included interviews with various polling experts. It particularly addressed

the question of why different polls come up with different results, and it pointed out that one of

the reasons is that they use different methods of statistical weighting for likely voters;

Ahother criticism of the network TV reporting is that; even when the margins -of error

were shown on the screen, the graphics were so visually cluttered- --with such things, as

stars, stripes, donkeys, elephants, the percentages being reported, and so on- -that probably

99 people out of a hundred would not notice the tiny i3Z in the corner of the screw.

Furthermore, without the words "margin of error" also on the screen, cr without the

correspondent calling attention to the margin of error, presumably very few viewers would get

the intenebd message. ABC was the worst offender in terms of hiding the margin of error

statistic in the cluttered graphics; Since the networks are supposed to be in the business of

effective communication, all of them Should cendtict some applied research projects prior to

Campaign '88 to come up with their own simplified, stari&rdized graphics for reporting poll

results. Unless 'he networks chafe to have the correspendent read the margin of error

information, the 1iiformation should be presented in a manner that is easily seen and read by the

15
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&idiënce.

US ftws &WorldReoort deserves to be strongly erititi2ed fer its misuse of the terms

"Survey" in feUr different issues. In its October 8th issue ( Mashek , 1984a:25) the mitt2itie

referred to "A U-S-.111e-Ws &Werld_Report survey conducted in late September . . .", eind stated

that this waS the "First in ei Seriet Of Regional Surveys." In one issue Mashek, 1984b:57) the

misnomer "Second in a Series of Regitinal surveys" in one part of the mat:Nine was especially

egregious because there was a legitimate Stirvey eather in the mwjazirie.

TWo recommendations come to mind. First, people *hiti Week with words for a living

thOtild be More careful with the words they use. In particUltr , jeUrnalists should not use the

terms "survo" and "poll" when they are referring to reporters' inforinal roundups ef peoples

views. Second, MPOR shnuld heve a procedure whereby memtkrs who spot such abuse thOtild

immediately notify a designated MPOR spokesman who would contact the offending media

orgsnization and request a clarifidatiön for reactrs, listeners or viewers. In the case of la

hiss, the abuse went on far four conSeciitiVe weeks and was probably not intentional, but

tiMply due to ignorance about poll ing term&

Even if the media did a much better job of reportina the eight pieces of information

Spetified by the MPOR standards, is there a need for additional themes in the way they report

polls? To thiS critic, the answer Is a resounding "Yes." The biggest problem that is easily

correctable it the %Ise impression that even well-reported poll stories give- -namely; that if

the margin of error it ± 3Z or .4:4Z , then the results are trustworthy to that extent. As several

pollsters and critics of polls haVe pointed out, the margin of error reflects only sampling error.

"The fundamendal problem of polls 1I in their analysis" (Wheeler, 1976:103). "And in the

p ocess of stressing sampling error, they neve net warned the reader or viewer of error as they

1 6
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have intended. Instead they have implied an unwarranted degree of accuracy" ( Roper , 1980:46)

While it may take years to communicate this point fully to working journalists, there is

a simple plate to begin. MPOR -should revise its !tandercis so that neva reports of polls inform

readers about possible adjititinal-irdes data Sudman (1983:495) wrote that the media

should include the following two sentence's in their hews repiorts of polls:

1. These results do not necessarily ref iect the views Of people *he

refuse° to be interviewed or could not be found at home during the

time the survey was done.

2. Changing the wording or context of some questions might change the

results:

To its credit, the Nevi York Tired (Rosenbaum , 1984:89) included the following

statement in some of its poll Storiet: "In ackhtien to Sampling error, , the practical difficulties of

conducting any survey of public oinion they intro-dike- other sources of error into the poll."

Likewise, the Washington agat (Sussman, 1984:A4) ShOtild also be praised for including this

statement in some of its poll stories: "That doeS not take int° 8CCOUtit Other,, rieriSampling errors

that may occur in oon polling."

Media-sponsored opinion polls are here to stey,; but the Vicienciet dO net heie lb be

here to Stay. The rebating of opinion polls in Campaign '88 can be significantly better than in

Campaign '84 if MPOR members; media executives, and working reporters and editors will

recognize the past problemt and bedinie more informed and involved.

17
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Footnote

I Fol. the tame reasons stated by Miller and Hurd ( 1982:245), thiS analytit did not &al

with the MPOR Standard of which results are based on parts of the sample, rather than the total

sample. ln addition i it it difficult to evaluate most poll stories on this criterion without having

access to the original poll data.


